
Tips for Week by Week Syllabus Design and Student Engagement 
 

 

 
 
Ok, ok you need to change our module syllabus to a week by week syllabus.  A piece of cake 
right!  Remember you are the conductor and how you plan your assignments and course will 
determine the quality of student learning. Yes it can be challenging, but here are a few tips to 
get you started.  
 
 
1.   Start with a backward design.  What are the outcomes of the course? What do you expect 
the students to be able to do/learn/conceptualize/etc....by the end of the term?  How will you 
develop assignments so students will meet the learning outcomes?  How will these assignments 
be designed/conducted/assessed? 
 
Developing Your Course Orientation 
 

Within the first week of the course, instructors are expected to provide a welcome to the class 
and course orientation. This orientation can take the form of various formats. 
 

 *Screencast: faculty develops an orientation to the course and loads it to WebStudy 

 *Voice over power point: instructor designs a power point with audio and loads it to 
WebStudy 

 *Students can review these on their own time throughout the first week of class and return to if 
needed throughout the term. 

 Conference call: schedule logistics through Brittany Smith (bsmith@rmuohp.edu) 
o Plan to have the date and time for the conference call noted on your syllabus, if possible. 
o Since many students are in different time zones and or may have conflicts, all students may 

not be able to attend the conference call.  Therefore you may have to plan for alternative 
orientation sessions.  

 Some instructors have been known to personally contact each student via email or 
telephone.  

 Other instructors provide a brief bio of themselves on WebStudy and request students 
to provide their own brief bio and post in the first forum of the course. This can serve as 
week 1 assignment..  
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*Research indicates that the quicker the instructor and students get to know each other the 
more successful the course outcomes.  
 
 
Starting with a “Purpose”.  
Starting each week with a purpose provides direction and outcomes for  students. The purpose 
may include multiple weeks but having a purpose gives both the instructor and student a 
common starting and ending place for task(s) at hand.  
 
Readings 
Readings can be textbook, articles, biographies, monographs, internet, etc.  However, when 
posting articles, faculty are requested to check with our Librarian, Joy (jharriman@rmuohp.edu) to see 
if required articles are available free through our resources. She can also help find alternatives, if 
needed/desired.  Due to recent changes in copyright regulations, we will be discontinuing the practice of 
copying articles from previous semesters. 
 
Forums 
Forums are where students and instructors post responses, ideas, evidence, questions, 
arguments, differing viewpoints, etc. and develop dialogue through written communication.  
When developing forum activities make sure you use clear and concise language. Forums 
should be designed around a discussion that gives students to develop a dialogue based upon 
readings, experiences and other student’s posts and opinions. Indicate what forum by number, 
(Forum #1, Forum #2) the students should post their responses or assignments and always 
include a due date for the post(s).  
 
Assignments 
Assignments are routinely graded products/deliverables that students must upload to 
WebStudy (under “Work2Do”).  Assignments should be clearly articulated including due dates.  
In the syllabus, the “titles” of assignments need to be consistent throughout, e.g. the “Methods 
of Evaluation” section and the weekly instructions, so that the course grading formulas can be 
set up properly.  Assignments often include article reviews/summaries, research papers, 
projects, case reports/studies, systematic reviews, posters, reviews/critiques of classmates’ 
products, video, etc.  
 
How to extend your module to weekly format assignments: 
 
2.  Include more reading assignments (textbooks/articles/monographs/biographies/etc.).  
Assign student reading assignments one week and have them answer questions you develop or 
summarize the readings the following week posting their work on a forum.  
 
3. Develop an assignment where week 1 students read articles/readings, week 2 students post 
response to questions you develop from the articles or provide key point/summary of readings  
and week 3 students respond to classmates posts from answers to questions or article 
summary.  In week 3 you guide the discussions and or provide feedback to student posts.   
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4.  Group activities: develop a group assignment and have students check into a forum with 
each other every week.  The assignment may take 4 weeks to submit but students are engaged 
via forum discussions every week. 
 
5.  Have students submit drafts of assignments to each other for peer input on weekly forums 
or submit to you as a “Work2Do” for your feedback.  
 
Other Ideas: 
 
6.  Develop an online debate with teams using forum or go to meeting sites.  
 
7.  Submit screencast (refer to faculty resources for instructional video) or voice over ppt for 
online instructor lectures.  Insert questions within the ppt or end and have students respond to 
the questions as a forum or works to do assignment.  Week 1 students view ppt and week 2 
submit answers to questions.  
 
8.  Assign students to develop a screen cast as an assignment and have fellow students critique 
the screen casts. (or use other form of media) 
 
9.  Assign YouTube videos and have students critique or pose questions to their 
peers/instructor.  3 week assignment; 1st week view video, 2nd week post questions, 3rd week 
answer questions within a discussion format.  You may require students to provide supportive 
evidence from literature in addition to video to support their comments.  
 
10. Use the TEAMS feature on WebStudy to have several small group discussions. Visiting each 
discussion to demonstrate your involvement allows you as the instructor to provide feedback to 
smaller groups of student’s vs entire class.  
 
11. Limit student responses to peer’s post.  Assign students to respond to a designated number 
of their peer’s post (i.e., 2 or 3) rather than respond to all of their classmates posts. 
 
 
Assessing Student Work 
 
Consider using a rubric that outlines expectations to receive full credit, partial or no credit for 
all assignments including forums.  Or if you prefer not using rubrics, include a statement in  
your syllabus of general grading criteria for all assignments including forums. 
 
Post rubrics on WebStudy.  
 
When entering points on the Forum grade book, there is a place to add comments -- use this 
for feedback to students.  Complimentary or constructive feedback students can use for future 
forums is often appreciated by students.  



 
Carefully determine point values for Forums according to objectives to avoid too much grade 
padding or too few points to motivate participation.   
 
Providing Feedback 
It is imperative you provide feedback on assignments and Forums in a timely manner routinely 
within 2 weeks of assignment due date and closing of Forum.  The number one complaint of 
students whether it be traditional or online formats is the lack of timely and quality feedback 
they receive from their instructors.  


